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The Proven
Optical Partnership
Eight fateful reasons to choose the Specsavers JVP model in 2019
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If there is one word that sums
up Specsavers, better than
any other, it is Partnership.
Since 1984 when optometrists
and co-founders Doug and
Mary Perkins opened the first
Specsavers stores, it has been
the commitment to working in
Partnership that has delivered
success to literally thousands of
Specsavers Partners across 10
countries.
Thirty-five years on, the passion
for Partnership burns as brightly
as ever. We believe at our very
core that goals are best achieved,
businesses built and run, targets
set and reached by working
together, that teamwork is the key
– as partners in a joint venture.
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The Specsavers Joint Venture
Partnership, known to most simply
as the Specsavers JVP model,
is a support-laden franchise that
currently operates in more than
380 Australian and New Zealand
store locations.
This short document offers
a snackable insight into the
Specsavers JVP around a number
of key facts – so that optometrists,
optical dispensers and optical
retailers with ambition and a
sense of adventure can start the
conversation about their own
pathway to partnership.
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#1

We’ve opened more
than 325 Australian
stores since 2008
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Bursting onto the optometry scene in early 2008,
we opened our first stores in Melbourne to a blaze
of publicity and - just 100 days later - a network of
100 stores was open for business across the country,
changing the face of optometry for good with our
mix of greater choice, accessible care and low prices.
Ten years on, we now have over 650 partners, and
the standard recipe for success continues to be the
pairing of an optometrist partner and an optical
dispenser (or retail) partner in their very own joint
venture partnership, supported by Specsavers.
In 2019 and 2020 we will be stepping up our store
opening program while expanding the footprint of
many of our current stores – which means there
will be multiple opportunities for more optical
professionals to join our JVP ranks.
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#2

100% of partners’ new
store shopfit costs are
financed by Specsavers
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As the Support Partner, we want our JVPs to be
focussed on looking after their customers and
developing their teams – the things they are
naturally expert at – while we manage a range of
back-office items, including finance. Whether it’s
a new store shopfit or an expansion into larger
premises, we take the pressure off our partners by
financing all the necessary work and managing the
end to end process as well as the payback of loans.
Which means customers are happy, store staff are
happy – and our JVPs don’t have to go to the bank
seeking finance.
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#3

Average sales per
store now exceed
$3 million per year
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The growth of Specsavers stores over the
past 10 years has been nothing short of
extraordinary – to the point where we reached
a new milestone this year; average annual sales
per Australian Specsavers store breached the
$3 million per year barrier.
It’s a big number, so let’s break it down to
identify where it’s coming from. In Australia
alone we supply:

3.5+ million eye tests
7.5 million pairs of contacts lenses
4.5 million pairs of glasses
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#4

Our annual marketing
fund will top $60
million in 2019
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Over the years we’ve received a good amount of
praise for the quality of our advertising – with our
‘Should’ve gone to Specsavers’ TV commercials
helping make us a household name. Importantly
we’re even more focussed on promoting offers,
designers, eye tests, private health insurance
usage and more – so that’s where the majority
of our marketing spend in Australia and New
Zealand occurs.
And that spend is set to keep on growing in
the years ahead. Fixed at 6.5% of annual store
sales, we’ve achieved a virtuous circle of sorts
– the marketing drives more customers to our
partners’ stores, leading to greater annual sales;
which in turn lead to a bigger budget for next
year’s marketing fund.
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#5

We provide a full backoffice accounting
and administration
support service
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The back-office service provided from our Port
Melbourne Support Office is the unsung hero of
the Specsavers JVP model. Saving our JVPs untold
time, effort and headaches we take a mountain of
day-to-day administration work off their hands.
We manage each stores’ payroll, accounts payable
and quarterly BAS; we produce easy to read
monthly P&L accounts and end of year financial
statements which detail how each individual
business is tracking; we manage the payment of
all taxes and paydown of any business loans; and
we also make a monthly distribution of profits
to all JVPs - while making sure there is a sensible
buffer of cash left in the business to cover next
month’s expenditure.
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#6

Partner profits
exceeded $100
million last year
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Specsavers has always been about providing
affordable and accessible eye care to all – and
we’ve delivered on that year-in year-out, offering
the highest quality products and services at the
lowest possible prices. But just as importantly,
we’ve always understood that our partners
expect to achieve a fair and sustainable profit too,
rewarding them for their hard work and efforts
as business-owners. As the Support Partner, our
job is to ensure that the settings are carefully
managed, so that our partners can satisfy both
sides of this fundamental business equation.
In addition to their profit distributions, all our JVPs
earn a market-rate salary and superannuation
package for the lifetime of their JVP agreement –
and guaranteed by Specsavers.
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#7

Our broader retail and
professional support
service is unmatched
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Incoming partners are often surprised to discover
just how much support they receive from our Port
Melbourne and state-based field teams – which
now total more than 500 people. Collectively
they support partners with the broadest array of
services, from recruitment, local area marketing and
store design, to merchandising, retail consulting,
training and development; from national marketing
and back office work to professional development,
CPD and a full career ladder service.
Our commitment to professional dispensing
advancement and optometry development remains
unmatched – exemplified by our annual Specsavers
Dispensing Conference (SDC) and Specsavers
Clinical Conference (SDC) which last year were
attended by more than 1200 optometrists and
optical dispensers.
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#8

Every store is
available for
partnership
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At Specsavers you’ll find that every single one of
our stores is available for franchise – we never
hold stores back to be corporate-owned. The
whole point of the Specsavers JVP model is for us
to provide a range of support services to our store
partners in exchange for franchise fees. That leaves
all stores – and the profits and saleable shares of
those stores – in the hands of our partners.
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And now, Specsavers
Audiology rollout
underway too!
In late 2017 we broke new ground in our Australian
store network by opening our first Specsavers
Audiology businesses – all hosted within existing
Specsavers optical stores. Offering a mix of clinical
excellence and extraordinary value, this new
service has been embraced by Australians – and
by Specsavers optical partners too, providing them
with a new profit stream while doubling the reason
for customers to visit their local Specsavers.
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To find out all the detail on the Specsavers JVP model – and your
own pathway to partnership – contact Maria Savva today on
0401 353 587 or maria.savva@specsavers.com
Visit spectrum-anz.com to review all the current opportunities.
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